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100% open, but<~an be closed more. Figure 3 below, shows a diagram of the Riley Stoker
Low NOx burner.
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Figure 3 - Riley Stoker Low NOx Burner [21]
The secondary air register swirl vanes control the amount of swirl imparted to the
secondary air. Swirl is used to enhance the mixing of coal and air. Each burner has swirl
vanes located in the secondary air path which are manually adjusted. The swirl vanes are
generally adjusted to improve the flame quality, ignition point of the flame and air
velocities. They also have an effect on NOx formation.
Finally, each burner is equipped with a coal spreader which can be adjusted axially
in and out. The coal spreader distributes the coal and air mixture out into a wider area.
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This promotes mixing of the fueVair mixture from the coal nozzle with the secondary air.
The total air needed for complete combustion consists ofthe secondary air and the
primary air, which carries the coal to the burners.
There are other burner features which Chalk Point does not have, but which are
provided by other manufacturers ofwall fired burners. Figure 4 below shows a diagram of
the Babcock & Wilcox DRB-XCLTM Low NOx burner, which has dual register swirl
vanes. In this type ofburner, the secondary air path is divided into two sections and each
section has swirl vanes. The registers in the outer secondary air path are used to control
the air velocities and flame length. The registers in the inner secondary air path are used
to adjust the ignition point, flame stability and air balance. Although Chalk Point does not
have-duahegisterswtrl vanes, toe logic needeOlOhandle boilers with these is included in
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Figure 4 - Babcock & Wilcox DRB-XCL Low NOx Burner [1]
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the advisor. This was done to make the advisor as general as possible.
It should be noted that other types ofwall-fired boilers also have different types of
overfire air systems, or some may not have overfire air at all. The advisor can handle the
case where no overfire air exists, and the case where more than one row of overfire air
ports exist.
Adjusting one or more ofthese controllable parameters creates different mixing
patterns and combustion conditions. This affects emissions, performance measures and
safety. The safety and performance issues are very important and the advisor considers
these throughout the testing procedure.
Economizer Oxygen
Whenever complete combustion is desired, it is generally required that excess
oxygen beyond the stoichiometric amount is needed. It was shown earlier that NOx is a
strong function of economizer oxygen concentration. Test data from Chalk Point also
show the same trend that as economizer oxygen decreases, NOx also decreases linearly
(see Figure 5). This figure shows that when decreasing the economizer oxygen level from
4% to 3%, the NOx decreased from O.851blMbtu to O.791blMbtu.
It is desirable to reduce economizer oxygen level as low as possible, but there are
disadvantages if it is reduced too far. As economizer oxygen is decreased, LOI, loss on
ignition, increases (see Figure 6). Since boiler efficiency decreases as LOI increases, it is
usually desired to maintain low LOI levels. Figure 7 also shows that ifeconomizer oxygen
is reduced too low, the flue gas CO concentration increases rapidly. Thus, when reducing
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economizer oxygen to reduce NOx, the 02 level must not be reduced to levels which
cause excessively high levels ofLOI or CO.
Overfire Air
Some low NOx firing systems utilize overfire air to reduce NOx emissions. In this
case, the total secondary air is divided between the burners and the overfire air ports,
creating staged combustion. Staged combustion is a key player in NOx formation. The
amount of air to the overfire air registers and to each burner can be adjusted to further
reduce NOx. At Chalk Point, opening the overfire air dampers from 0% to fully open
(100%) decreased the NOx from 0.9891blMBtu to 0.828IblMBtu. This clearly shows
how important overfire air settings are in affecting NOx (see Figure 8). The distribution
of air between the overfire air registers and the burners depends on the system pressure,
which is related to the economizer oxygen level. For thisreason, the advisor tests
different overfire air settings at several different oxygen levels. Although use ofoverfire
air is beneficial, it also has disadvantages. Use of overfire air can reduce the steam
temperatures, which affect performance. Opening the overfire air dampers too much also
causes LOI to increase.
Secondary Air Shroud
The total amount ofsecondary air to the burners and the windbox is controlled by
the secondary air shrouds or dampers. Both the amount of secondary air and the vertical
distribution of secondary air in the boiler affect NOx emissions (see Figure 9). Biasing the
secondary air flow toward the top ofthe furnace creates a staged combustion affect, which
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reduces NOx emissions. The parameter a. characterizes the vertical biasing of the shroud
settings. Alpha can vary between -1 and 1, where positive values indicate biasing towards
the top of the furnace and negative values toward the bottom of the furnace. The equation
for a. is shown below. In this equation, N is the number ofburner elevations, Sj is the
average shroud opening for the jth burner. Sj,MaK and Sj,Min are the maximum and minimum
shroud openings, respectively. The parameter i is equal to N/2 - 1.
i-IN -1- 2j ( )
.L 2 Sj+l-SN-j
J=O
Since the goal ofthe advisor is to reduce NOx, it only considers values of alpha greater
than zero. Figure 9 shows the effect ofbiasing the secondary air toward the top burner.
Biasing the secondary air affects local values of the fuel to air ratio, steam
temperatures, unburned carbon, CO levels and other parameters. For this reason, the
testing advisor must consider these effects when biasing of secondary air is utilized.
Swirl Settings
The register swirl settings can also be adjusted to affect NOx formation. The swirl
settings, like the overfire air and economizer oxygen, are coupled with the secondary air
shroud opening and distribution. Test data at Chalk point suggest increasing the amount
of swirl tends to decrease NOx (see Figure 10). Thus, the test strategy is to impart as
much swirl as possible while maintaining good furnace quality and ignition points. This is
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not always possible because the flame qUCj.lity, flame length and ignition point are all very
dependent on the swirl settings.
The last parameter which has been tested and shown to playa factor in NOx
formation is the mill loading pattern (see Figure 11). Like the secondary air shroud
openings, the coal flow can be biased vertically toward the bottom burners, which creates
an overfire air effect, which in turn reduces NOx. Biasing the mill coal flows towards the
bottom burners means having more coal flow to the bottom burners than the top burners.
A bias parameter, p, was developed to_~~a~~cterize the amount of mill biasing. This mill
bias parameter can range from -1 to 1, where negative values indicate biasing toward the
bottom of the furnace and positive values to the top. The equation of~, is shown below.
N is the number ofmills, i is N/2 -1, Mj is the coal flow ofmill j.
i-IN -1- 2j ( )f: 2 Mj+I-MN-j
J=O~:::: N
LM'
. 0 JJ=
Since the goal is to try to create a staged combustion effect, the mills should be biased
towards the bottom ofthe furnace as much as possible. Mill biasing is only possible when
excess mill capacity exists. Biasing the mills can have adverse affects on parameters such
as steam temperatures, CO emissions, and on LOI.
25
Uncontrolled Parameters
Although the parameters just described can be measured and controlled, there are
some parameters which cannot. One example is boiler cleanliness. Over time, slagging
occurs causing a dirty boiler. Slag, which builds up on the water walls, tends to increase
the furnace temperatures, which increases NOx. Steam temperatures also usually increase
as slagging progresses, which affects unit heat rate. Uncontrolled variations in fuel quality
are also important because of their effects on NOx, unburned carbon, and slagging
patterns.
To minimize the effects ofuncontrollable factors on the test data, baseline tests are
performed at the beginning and end of the day. In addition, the advisor allo:ws tlle user to
run baseline tests at other times. Using th~ baseline tests performed at the beginning and
end of each day, the test data for that day are normalized to account for these
uncontrollable factors. The normalization determines the average baseline settings for
each day, then corrects·the NOx for each test point by subtracting the change in NOx for
the day.
Experimental Procedure
In developing the test logic in the advisor, it was assumed that most parameters are
relatively independent of the others. For these parameters, tests are run in which only one
parameter is varied while the others are held fixed. Special tests are then run to account
for interdependencies between overfire air setting and O2 level, and between secondary air
shroud setting and swirl setting. In the case of the overfire air / O2 and secondary air /
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swirl test sequences, a factorial test method is used along with a parametric approach. For
example, two or three test points of O2 levels are selected. Then for each O2 level, several
overfire air settings were tested while holding all other parameters fixed. This generates a
database in which combinations of overfire air setting and O2 level are tested, providing
data on parameters which depend on one another. The testing sequence is based on which
parameters have the largest effects on NOx. Economizer oxygen and overfire air are two
ofthe most important parameters.
When a target NOx is required, an external curve fitting program is used to predict
what value of a parameter will produce the target NOx. The external curve fitting
prograrn-is-a-B0S-application-written-in-G~u It performs a linear least squares curve fit on
the test data and returns the slope and intercept ofthe linear best fit line. This technique
was used because it predicts the actual trend ofthe data, while reducing the effects of
scatter. It also takes into account the affect of the uncontrolled parameters.
The next section discusses the logic for each testing module and the advisor
operation.
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Software Description
Overall Operation
The wall-fired boiler testing advisor is designed to operate in two distinct modes.
The first mode finds the absolute minimum NOx with which the boiler is able to operate
safely. The second mode determines what boiler settings allow the poiler to meet a target
NOx while minimizing heat rate with safe boiler operation.
The testing advisor was also designed with features to meet other user needs. The
advisor is caIJable of testing_a boiler-which-has never been tested before and recommends
control settings to optimize the boiler. The advisor also has the ability to recommend
several short tests for each parameter and then determine which parameters are significant
in meeting the goal. This feature can be used to save testing time by not testing
parameters which are not significant.
The advisor also has the ability to only test parameters which the user chooses.
This allows the user to not test parameters which may have been previously tested or are
incapable ofbeing tested. The advisor is also intelligent enough to know if the boiler does
not have an overfire air system, then the overfire air / O2 and the overfire air distribution
modules should not be run.
A large portion ofthe advisor is devoted to the collection and storing ofthe test
data. A significant amount ofdata is gathered as soon as the advisor is started. These test
data are used to determine the next step in the testing procedure. The quantitative data
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are obtained directly from the plant monitoring system and entered into the advisor by the
user. Qualitative data, such as ignition points and furnace quality, must be determined by
the user and entered manually. In the future, a user interface will have the ability to
communicate with the plant data acquisition system and collect the data via a modem or
direct connection.
The advisor stores data in two ways: facts and objects. Rules are used to alter
facts and objects throughout the advisor. All information in the advisor is stored in the
form offacts with the exception ofthe test data, which are stored in objects. An object
called test-data stores the following information for each test point:
• test number
• test date
• Beginning and ending time of the test
• economizer oxygen (%)
• mill flow (klbs/hr)
• mill bias
• shroud openings (%)
• shroud bias parameter (a.)
• furnace oxygen (%), if available
• windbox pressure (in H20)
• main steam temperature eF)
• reheat steam temperature (OF)
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• opacity (%)
• CO (ppm)
• LOI (%)
• mill amps (amps)
• mill pressures (in H20)
• mill exit temperatures COF)
• main steam spray
• reheat steam spray
• load (MW)
• NOx (lbs / Mbtu)
• furnace quality (good / bad)
• ignition point (good / bad)
• overfire air openings (%)
• overfire air bias (%)
• swirl setting (degrees)
This object is used to pass test data between the main module and the other testing
modules.
The advisor also uses internally defined functions and an external program to
process some ofthe test data. Functions defined in the advisor are used to calculate the
mil bias, shroud bias and to process the user's responses. An external program,
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vlleastexe, which performs regression analysis is also used. This program uses the least
squares method to determine the coefficients for a best fit line.
The main reason for choosing an expert system, as opposed to a conventional
programming language to develop the adviso\ the flexibility required in the logic for
incorporating new features and new modules. Expert systems are much less structured
and procedure oriented than conventional programming languages. Another advantage of
expert systems is the ability to see what is in the system's memory in a readable form.
This makes it easy to modify and validate expert systems.
The testing advisor consists of the following modules: Start-up, Main, significant
distribution and mills. The start-up module is visible to all other modules, while the
main module is visible to all other modules except the start-up module (see Figure 12).
Start-up Module
Main Module
! 1 1 1
Significant Economizer Overfire Air MillsParameter Oxygen Distribution ModuleModule Module Module
, ,
Baseline Overfire Air Secondary Air
Module I Oxygen I SwirlModule Module
Figure 12 - Visibility of modules
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The economizer-oxygen, significant parameter, overfire air distribution and
mills modules are all based on the parametric test method. The overfire air /02 and
secondary air / swirl modules are based on a factorial testing method. The start-up
module is the first module to run and obtains information on the boiler and configures the
advisor. The main module is then run and controls the entire testing procedure until the
advisor is terminated. Figure 13 below shows the input and output of the advisor.
I J
Configuration Start-upInformation I Module Itest data
I 1
Data
INext Test &User ~ Warnings - Disk& Main
Data StoragePlant Monitoring Module I-
,
System _ Test
IData
Data
Testing I
Modules
Figure 13 - Input and output of advisor
When the testing advisor is started, the start-up module takes control to initialize
the advisor (Figure 14 shows the flow chart ofthe advisor). The user is then asked for the
goal ofthe session which is either to find the settings which give minimum NOx, or to find
the settings which give a target NOx while minimizing heat rate.
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start-up module
ASK: Goal of optimization?
ASK: Boller configuration?
Boller Limits?
Any known problems?
ASK: What test modules should be run?
ASK: Baseline conditions?
Yes
ASK: Perform baseline
or other test?
No
No
\It
Save everything and
suspend testing
Yes
switch to next tstlng module
Recommend next test point
A
Test Modules:
Significant parameters
economizer 02
Overflre Air I 02
Overflre Air Dlst
Secondary Air I SWirl
Mills
Baseline
Recommend next test
point and return to
Main Module
Neural Network optimization routine
Save all Information
prepare files for
neural networks
NoYes
Figure 14 - Flow chart of overall operation of advisor
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If the second option is chosen, then the user must enter a target NOx. The user is
then asked if any parameters have already been or are incapable ofbeing optimized. If so,
those parameters will not be tested. Next, the user is asked if the significant parameter
module should be run. After that, the advisor must be configured for the particular boiler.
This is done by asking a series of questions about the boiler, including:
• the number ofmills
• the number ofburner elevations
• the number of overfire air dampers
• single or opposed unit
• single_Qcdllal register burners
Then the user is asked a series of questions regarding boiler safety and
configuration limits, including:
• minimum safe furnace O2
• maximum mill capacity
• minimum and maximum windbox pressure
• minimum and maximum main steam temperatures
• minimum and maximum reheat steam temperatures
• maximum allowed opacity
• maximum allowed LOI
• maximum allowed mill amps
• minimum and maximum mill pressures
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• minimum and maximum shroud openings
• minimum and maximum overfire air damper openings
• minimum and maximum swirl settings
This information is then used throughout the testing procedure to assure safe boiler
operation.
Next, the user is shown the default modules which will be run and asked to select
which modules should be run. The user is then asked to provide the baseline operating
settings for the boiler. These baseline settings will be used to run a first baseline test. This
completes the task ofthe start-up module and the control ofthe program is then passed to
the main module to begin the testing procrdure.
The main module first determines what module to run, then it passes control to
that testing module. The next test module depends on the boiler configuration and which
modules the user chooses. The test module then recommends a test point and passes
control back to the main module.
The main module then notifies the user ofthe next test point along with
instructions on how to conduct the test. Before the test is conducted, the user is given the
option ofsuspending the testing, in which case the status of the program is saved and it is
then halted, at a later time, the user is then able to continue the testing exactly where it
was suspended. This is an important feature because it allows the testing procedure,
which could last two weeks or more, to be conducted at convenient times.
After the test is performed, the advisor obtains the required data from the user.
The user must collect the data from the data acquisition system and manually enter them.
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The data are then analyzed to check to see if any limit violations have occurred. If a
violation occurred the user is notified and asked if the testing should continue or be halted.
This is a judgment call and is at the user's discretion. If the user decides to stop the
testing, the status ofthe program is saved and the test sequence is terminated. Otherwise,
the test data and any violations are pass~d to the current testing module. The testing
module then determines ifmore testing is needed. If more testing is needed, the next test
point is recommended and passed back to the main module.
Recommended test points are determined from the current state of the boiler and
the knowledge previously discussed. In most circumstances, recommended test points are
specific settings, with a few exceptions: the first test Q£millsand secondary air shrouds is
never specifically defined. In this case the objective is to determine the distribution pattern
which gives the lowest NOx. Since this is not known, the user must adjust these
parameters to their limits in order to have a reference for the remaining mills and shroud
tests. In these cases, only loading pattern and test instructions are given to the user.
Once the current testing module has determined no more tests are needed, the data
may be analyzed using the vlleastexe program. This is used to determine the
approximate control settings which give the minimum NOx.
If the main module gets another recommended test, the same procedure just
described is repeated. Once the current testing module is complete, the main module then
determines the next module to be run and passes control to it.
Once the advisor determines no more modules remain to be tested, it prepares the
database and other files for the neural network / optimization package [2]. The output
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files include the goal of the session, the target NOx if required, parameters tested and the
parameter limits.
Start-Up Module
The start-up module performs all initialization and configuration ofthe advisor for
the boiler being tested. It also defines all internal functions and objects used to store the
test data.
The functions defined can be classified into two categories: input-output functions
used to interface with the user; and mathematical functions. The input-output functions
include choose_ask, Y_N_ask, and run-window-app. Choose-ask prints a question with
choices to the screen and gets the answerfronrthe user. Y_N_ask is similar to
choose_ask, except the only valid responses are yes or no. Run-window-app uses
Y_N_ask to request the user to run an external program and enter yes once it is
completed. All three ofthese functions print an error message if an incorrect choice is
entered. Other defined functions calculate the mill bias using the individual mill settings,
and the shroud bias using individual shroud settings.
An object oriented class called test-data is also defined to store the test data. It is
specified as "pattern-match reactive" so rules can use its data just as if it were a fact. It is
also defined as "read-write" so rules can both read from the object and write to it. This
object holds all the test data discussed previously. Data stored in object are stored in
slots. Slots are fields which contain information about the object, and are capable of
holding one or more values. Ifa slot can hold more than one value, then it is called a
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multifield slot. There are two other slots called status and par-eval. Status is used to
indicate what the object is being used for. Valid values include current, previous,
recommendation, optimum], optimum2, optimumave, baseline and system-baseline.
Current indicates the object is storing data for the current test in progress. Previous
indicates the object holds data from a previously run test. Recommendation indicates the
object holds the next recommended test point. Optimum] and optimum2 hold boliler
conditions which give minimum NOx. Optimumave holds the average operating
conditions of optimum] and optimum2. System-baseline holds the user specified baseline
conditions, while baseline holds data from a baseline test. Test objects are initialized as
l"ecommendation, then become current and eventually-become-previous.~'fhe test
database is made up ofthe data from all instances with the previous specifier.
The slot par-eval is used to indicate what parameter was tested for the test data
stored in the instance. Valid values include eco02, sig-par, OFA, sec-air, OFAD and
mills.
Initial facts to start the module operating and the default testing strategy are first
asserted. Asserting means saving information in the form of a fact in the system memory.
The first fact asserted assures that the test objective is the first question asked (refer to
Figure 15 for flow chart).
A rule called user-IO-initialization first asks the user for the goal ofthe session.
If the goal is to minimize the heat rate subject to a target NOx, the user is then asked for a
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ASK: Optimization goal?
I
I 1. Minimize NOx
set Target NOx =0 1~-1.---1 2. Minimize heat rate --,-2I sUbject to a target NOx ASK: Target NOx? I
I
Remove these from
testing consideration
I
~---l ASK: Are any parameters fixed ~ Make the the default
or not able to be optimized? parameters to be tested
I
ASK: Boller conflg.
and system limits?
Set this as the first IE--Ves-
module to run
Run
Significant
parameter
module?
ASK: Parameters
to be tested?
ASK: Baseline conditions?
Initialize data objects
and facts
Save all Information
Main Module
Figure 15 - Start-up module flow chart .
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target NOx. This information is then stored in facts. Next, the user is asked if any
parameter can not be tested, and then stores the response in facts. Then the user is asked
\
if the significant parameter module should be run. Finally, the same rule prompts the
user for the boiler configuration and limits. These are then stored in facts, and then rules
use these data to determine some parameter ranges and to eliminate any modules which
can not be run. For example, if the boiler does not have an overfire air system, the
overfire air / O2 and overfire air distribution modules will not be run. The elimination is
done by the evaluate-sequence rule.
Next, rule called get-baseline prompts the user for the baseline data and stores
these data in an object with the status ofsystem-baseline. This information is also stored
in the recommended object for initialization reasons. Finally, a rule called initial-goal is
fired and control is passed to the main module.
Main Module
The main module is the portion of the testing advisor and controls everything once
the start-up module is finished preparing the advisor for testing. The module starts by
asserting a few facts before the program begins executing. Such facts include information
about the significant NOx reduction, starting test number and the initial minimum NOx.
A second set offacts, which describe the testing order of the modules, is also
asserted before execution. These facts tell the system what the order should be if one or
more modules are skipped. These facts include: "Ifnothing is optimized, then goal is
significant parameter tests"; "if significant parameter tests is optimized, then goal is
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economizer oxygen"; "if economizer oxygen is optimized, then goal is overfire air / O2'';
"ifoverfire air O2 is optimized, then goal is secondary air / swirls"; "if secondary air /
swirls is optimized, then goal is overfire air distribution"; "ifoverfire air distribution is
optimized, then goal is mills"; and "if mills is optimized, then goal is finished".
A rule called perpetuate looks through the facts in the system matching "optimized
.. is" and determines what the goal is, or what modules should be run (refer to Figure 16
for flow chart). For example, if the user chooses not to run the significant parameter and
the economizer oxygen modules, this rule determines the first module to run is ovetjire
air / 02- A rule called change-module is then fired and passes control to the appropriate
testing module.
Before the control is passed to. the testing module, the current state of the main
module is saved. When control is passed back to the main module, the state is saved
again. This means the current facts and objects in the main module are saved to disk.
This is done as a safety measure, so the advisor can be re-started where it left off in case
of a power outage. This is also done so the user can deliberately suspend testing and
continue at a later date.
The program then comes back to the main module with the next recommended
test point stored in an object with status recommend. Then, the rules do-test and run-the-
test notify the user ofthe next test point with instructions on how to conduct the test. The
user is also given the option of suspending the test. If testing is not suspended, the rule
test-in-progress conducts the test and the rule create-results obtains the test data from the
user. The rule test-results-temporary, then, prints the test results to the screen and stores
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the data in an object with status current. Mer that, a series of rules check the data against
the system limits to determine if any violations have occurred.
If a violation has occurred, the user is warned and given the option to either stop
testing or continue. If testing is suspended, the rule suspend-testing saves the current
state ofthe advisor and terminates. If testing continues, control is then passed back to the
testing module for the next test point.
A rule optimized is fired if the testing module has finished and an object with
status recommend and par-eval optimized-par exists. This rule asserts a fact indicating
the testing module is finished. It also prints the best control settings for that parameter to
the screen. Once all the recommended test modules have completed, the rules called
print-optimum and nn-switches are fired. These rules print the best control settings for
each parameter to the screen and prepare the input files for the neural network /
optimization routine. If other testing modules still remain to be run, the perpetuate rule is
fired again and the entire process repeats.
Significant Parameter Module
The significant parameter module is used to test several parameters to determine
which one may not be significant in reaching the goal. This is done by eliminating any
parameters which do not reduce NOx levels by an amount at least equal to the significant
NOx reduction.
The significant parameter module has initial facts in its knowledge base indicating
the parameters to be tested, their increments and their starting values. The starting
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economizer oxygen level is 4% and its increment is 1%. The minimum overfire air damper
setting is also initialized to 30%. This module tests only the economizer oxygen
parameter, overfire air parameter, secondary air shrouds and the mill distribution.
The test-what rule is first fired to determine if all four ofthese parameters can be
tested (refer to Figure 17 for the flow chart). If the user chooses not to test one ofthese
parameters or if it is incapable ofbeing tested, the significant parameter module would
not test it either. The test-what rule then asserts facts stating what parameters will be
tested.
The first-test rule modifies the recommended instance with the baseline data and
updates the par-.eval slot with sig-par. Control is then passed to the main module to
perform the baseline test. Once control returns, the object is modified to be previous and
a fact stating the baseline NOx is asserted. Next, the do-o2-test rule is fired and modifies
the recommended instance with a new economizer level equal to the difference between
baseline O2 and the O2 increment. Control is then passed back to the main module to
conduct the test. Once control is returned the object is updated to be previous.
Next, the do-OFA-test rule is fired and modifies the recommended instance with
new overfire air damper settings equal to 100%. A fact keeping track of the number of
the test is also asserted. Control is then passed back to the main module to conduct the
test. Once control is returned the object is updated to be previous. The do-OFA-test rule
is fired for a second time and modifies the recommended instance with a new overfire air
damper setting equal to 40%. The test is conducted and the objects are updated.
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The do-shroud-test rule is fired and notifies the user to bias the shrouds as much
as possible toward the top. No specific shroud settings are recommended because no
reasonable setting is known: The user is also notified to ensure good furnace quality and
ignition points are maintained when setting the shrouds. Control is then passed back to
the main module to conduct the test. Once control is returned, the object is updated to be
previous. Finally, the do-mill-test rule is fired and notifies the user to bias the mills as
much as possible toward the bottom. Just as for the shroud settings, no specific mill
settings are recommended because no reasonable settings are known. The user is also
notified to maintain safe boiler operation when adjusting the mill loading pattern. Control
is then passed back to the main module to conduct the test. Once control is returned, the
object is updated to be previous and testing should be complete. Once all of the tests have
been run, the find-significant rule determines which ofthe parameters, if any, are not
significant. If any parameters are found to be insignificant, they are removed from the list
of modules to be tested by the main module.
During the testing, if any violation occurs, the module recommends to the user to
conduct a more conservative test. In some cases, such as for economizer oxygen and
overfire air, specific tests are recommended as more conservative. If two violations occur,
the module marks that parameter as not significant because the parameter range is too
small.
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Economizer Oxygen Module
The economizer-oxygen module has an initial fact in its knowledge base stating
that the minimum increment of O2 is 0.2%. This is the smallest possible increment of
economizer-oxygen which is considered to affect NOx.
The rule called start-test is the first rule fired once control is passed to the
economizer-oxygen module (refer to Figure 18). This rule first determines and sets the
average overfire air damper openings. It also determines the first O2 increment and the
new recommended economizer-oxygen level. If the increment is less than the minimum
increment, it is set to be the minimum increment. A data file called o2.dat is also created
and a "1" is written to this file. This file stores the test data for this module. It stores the
economizer-oxygen and the corresponding NOx for each successful test. This file is used
by the external program vlleastexe to perform a linear curve fit of the data. Finally, the
par-eval slot is modified to hold eco02 which indicates parametric tests on economizer-
oxygen are being conducted. Control is then passed to the main module to conduct the
test.
When control is returned from the main module and no limit violations occur, the
retrieve-data rule is fired. This rule modifies the current object to be previous and
updates the test number. The minimum NOx achieved this far and its corresponding
economizer-oxygen level are also stored in a fact. Lastly, the economizer-oxygen and
NOx from the previous test are written to the o2.dat file.
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The prep-experi rule is then fir~d to prepare for the next recommended test point.
Again, a new increment and the new O2 level are determined and placed in the recommend
object. Control is then passed to main module.
This process of recommending a test point, conducting the test, and retrieving the
data continues until a limit violation occurs, or the economizer-oxygen level is less than
the minimum increment.
Once testing cannot continue, due to one ofthe reasons stated above, the finish-
experi rule is fired. This rule modifies the current object to be previous and increments
the test number in the recommend object. It also modifies the par-eval slot to hold
optimized-par which indicates the economizer-oxygen parameter has been tested. If the
goal of the session is to minimize NOx, then the modify-optimum rule is fired, otherwise
the curve-fit rule is fired.
The curve-jit rule first determines if at least two successful tests have been
completed. Ifnot, the rule ends and the modify-optimum rule is fired. If at least two
successful tests have been completed, the rule first copies the 02.OOt file to vlOOta.OOt,
which is the file expected by the vlleastexe program. The user is then instructed to run
this program and answer "yes" when it is finished. This program then writes the
coefficients ofa best fit line to the vlleast.OOt file. Using linear extrapolation, the rule
determines the approximate economizer-oxygen level to achieve the target NOx level.
The modify-optimum rule is fired. This rule uses the fact containing the best economizer-
oxygen and the corresponding NOx to update the optimuml, optimum2 and optimumave
objects. After this rule ends, control is returned to the main module.
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Overfire Air / O2 Module
The overflre air / O2 module has initial facts in its knowledge base, indicating the
overfire air damper increment used in forward and reverse tests. Once control is passed to
the overflre air / O2 module, the get-constraints rule is fired (refer to Figure 19 for flow
chart). This rule reads any overfire air damper constraints from a file called ofacon.dat.
These constraints prevent one or more overfire air dampers from being adjusted. This
allows testing ofthe overfire air dampers, while holding one or more fixed. The
constraints are stored in a fact and remain in memory until the module is completed.
Next, the start-first-ofa-test rule is fired. This rule first places the best
economizer-oxygen level from the optimumave object and copies it to the recommend
object. This is the reference O2 level from which the first overfire air test is run. Next, the
par-eval slot in the recommend object is modified to hold the value OFA which indicates
overfire air / O2 tests are being conducted. Then, a file called ofa.dat is created and a "1"
is written to it. The "1" indicates a linear curve fit on the data is to be performed. This
file also contains all overfire air / O2 test data. The initial overfire air damper openings are
then determined and stored in the recommend object. Then, the first O2 level is set to be
the minimum safe level plus an additional 0.2% and is placed in the recommend object.
This series oftests consists of a maximum of three tests at this O2 level while closing the
overfire air dampers. Finally, the start-first-ofa-test rule increments the series number and
asserts a fact to count the number O2 level being tested. Control is thenpassed to the
main module to conduct the test.
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After control has returned to the overfire air / O2 module, with no limit violations
occurring, the retrieve-data rule is fired. This rule is always the first rule to be fired once
control is returned to the module and no violations have occurred. This rule modifies the
current object to be previous and updates the test number. The minimum NOx achieved
this far, its corresponding overfire air damper settings, economizer oxygen level, and the
test level number are stored in a fact. Next, the overfire air damper openings and NOx
from the previous test are written to the ofa.dat file. Then, the data from the previous test
are copied to the last-test object. The retrieve-data rule then determines the next rule to
be fired and asserts a fact stating the rule to be fired. If no significant change in NOx is
achieved, a fact indicating this is asserted and the appropriate rule will be fired.
If a limit violation did occur during the first series of tests, the violation-level-l
rule is fired. This rule modifies the current object to be previous and updates the test
number. It also asserts a fact indicating the first series of overfire air / O2 tests is
complete, and the second series is in progress. This fact indicates the begin-jirst-test-
next-level rule is to be fired next.
Once the retrieve-data rule has fired and the current series number or O2 level is
"1," the continue-level-l rule is fired. This rule first decreases the average overfire air
damper opening by the increment indicated in the initial facts. The new recommended
damper openings are then placed in the recommend object. The economizer-oxygen level
is held fixed at the value used for the first test. Next, the counter keeping track ofthe
number of tests for this O2 level is incremented by one and control is passed to the main
module.
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If a maximum ofthree successful tests have been completed at the first O2 level,
the end-level-l rule is fired after retrieve-data. The continue-level-l rule asserts a fact
indicating the first series of overfire air / O2 test is completed, and the second series is in
progress. This fact indicates the begin-first-test-next-level rule is to be fired next.
Once the previous economizer-oxygen level or overfire air damper series has
ended, the begin-first-test-next-level rule is fired. This rule is used to begin a new series
oftests at a higher O2 level, while opening the overfire air dampers. First, a fact stating
the series number and the current O2 level is asserted. The new O2 level is then set to be
equal to the previous O2 level plus an additional 0.2%, and it is stored in the recommend
object. The new overfire air damper openings are then determined by adding the default
increment to the current average value. These new settings are also placed in the
recommend object, and control is returned to the main module.
Once the retrieve-data rule has fired and the current series number or O2 level is
greater than one, the continue-level-2-N rule is fired. This rule first increases the average
overfire air damper opening by the increment indicated in the initial facts. The new
recommended damper openings are then placed in the recommend object. The
ecom>mizer-oxygen level is held fixed at the value used in th~ previous test. Next, the
counter keeping track ofthe number oftests for this O2 level is incremented by one, and
control is passed to the main module to conduct this test.
If a limit violation occurs during the series of tests other than the first series, or a
significant NOx change was not achieved, the end-level-2-N rule is fired. This rule
modifies the current object to be previous and updates the test number. It also asserts a
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fact indicating the current series of overfire air / O2 tests is complete. If the previous two
tests did not cause any significant NOx change, no more testing will be performed in
which dampers are opened. Ifmore testing is to be done, a fact stating the begin-first-
test-next-level rule is to be fired next. If no more testing in which dampers are opened, a
fact to check for reverse testing and a fact to find the best points are asserted.
When testing is complete while opening the dampers, the two points which give
the best combination of economizer-oxygen level and average overfire air damper opening
must be chosen. If only one O2 level was run, thefind-best-l rule is fired. If two or more
O2 levels were tested, the find-best-N rule is fired.
Thefind-best-l rule modifies the optimum] object to hold the O2 level and
overfire air openings found in the system-baseline object. The optimum2 object is
modified to hold the first O2 level and the maximum tested overfire air settings. The
optimumave object is modified to hold the average ofoptimum] and optimum2.
Thefind-best-N rule modifies the optimum] object to hold the O2 level and the
tested overfire air openings, which produced the minimum or target NOx. The optimum2
object is modified to hold the O2 level and the tested overfire air openings which produced
the second lowest minimum or target NOx. The optimumave object is modified to hold the
average ofoptimum] and optimum2.
Ifmore than one O2 level was tested, a maximum of three reverse tests will be
conducted. The rule called start-reverse-tests is fired first. This rule modifies the
recommend object to hold the previous tested O2 level at which minimum NOx was
produced. It also determines the starting overfire air settings to be previous settings
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tested minus 4%. A fact counting the number of reverse tests performed is also stored.
Control is then returned to the main module.
Once control returns and the retrieve-data rule is fired, the continue-reverse-tests
rule is fired. This rule decrements the average overfire air settings by 10% and updates
the test counter. Then, control is returned to the main module.
Once a maximum ofthree reverse tests have been completed, or a limit violation
has occurred, theend-reverse-tests rule is fired. This rule modifies the current object to be
previous. It also modifies the par-eval slot to hold optimized-par to indicate the overfire
air / O2 module has been run.
Secondary Air Module
The secondary air module has several initial facts in its knowledge base. These
facts indicate the swirl increments to be used for single and dual register burners and the
swirl increments to be used if limit violations occur during testing.
When control is passed to this module for the first time, the get-constraints rule is
fired. This rule reads in any constraints for the shrouds and single or dual registers. This
allows one or more ofthese settings to be held fixed throughout the testing.
Next, the do-baseline-shroud-test rule is fired (refer to Figures 20 and 21 for flow
chart). This rule first asserts a fact indicating if the tests will be performed using the values
from the optimum] object or optimum2 object. Next, the economizer-oxygen level and
overfire air damper settings from either optimum] or optimum2 are copied to the
recommend object. The par-eval slot in the recommend object is modified to hold the
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value sec-air to indicate secondary air tests are being conducted. Then, a file called
secair.dat is created and a "1" is written to it. The"1" indicates a linear curve fit on the
data is to be performed. This file also holds all secondary air test data. Finally, a fact is
asserted to trigger swirl testing once the baseline test is complete. Control is then passed
to the main module to conduct the test.
After control has returned to the secondary air module, with no limit violations
occurring, the retrieve-data rule is fired. This rule is always the first rule to be fired once
control is returned to the module, and no violations have occurred. This rule modifies the
current object to be previous and updates the test number. The minimum NOx achieved
this far, its corresponding shroud settings, and swirl settings are stored in a fact and are
written to the secair.dat file. The current shroud bias parameter, a., is calculated and
written to the file. Next, the data from the previous test are copied to the last-test object.
Finally, the retrieve-data rule determines the next rule to be fired and asserts it as a fact.
Once the retrieve-data rule has fired, swirl tests at the current shroud settings will
be conducted. After that, the rule called first-swirl-test is fired. This rule copies the
previous shroud settings from the baseline shroud test to the recommend object. It then
determines the next recommended swirl settings. If the burner has only single registers,
the average swirl settings are decreased by a specified amount in the initial facts. If the
burner has dual registers, the average outer and average inner swirls are decreased by a
specified amount in the initial facts. Afact is then asserted to count the number ofthe
swirl test. Next, the new swirl settings are then placed in the recommend object and
control is returned to the main module.
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If a limit violation occurs during the first swirl test, the swirl-violation rule is fired.
This rule modifies the current object to be previous, and asserts a fact to re-run the
previous swirl rule if it was the first violation. If a second consecutive limit violation
occurs during a swirl test, the swirl test is skipped and the next test continues.
Once the first swirl tests are complete, the rule called second-swirl-test is fired.
This rule copies the previous shroud settings from the baseline shroud test to the
recommend object. Then, it determines the next recommended swirl settings. If the
burner has a single register, the average swirl settings are increased by a specified amount
in the initial facts. If the burner has dual registers, the average outer and average inner
swirls are increased by a specified amount in the initial facts. A fact is then updated to
count the number of the swirl test. Next, the new swirl settings are placed in the
recommend object and control is returned to the main module.
Once the second swirl tests are complete, the rule called third-swirl-test is fired.
This rule copies the previous shroud settings from the baseline shroud test to the
recommend object. It then determines the next recommended swirl settings. If the burner
has a single register, the average swirl settings are increased by a specified amount in the
initial facts. If the burner has dual registers, the average outer and average inner swirls are
increased by a specified amount in the initial facts. A fact is updated to count the number
ofthe swirl test. The new swirl settings are then placed in the recommend object and
control is returned to the main module.
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If the burner has dual registers and the third swirl test is complete, the second-
swirl-test rule and second-swirl-test rule are run again, but this time the outer swirl
settings are increased by a specified amount from their previous value.
Once the swirl tests are complete for the baseline shroud settings, a second shroud
test will be run. The second-shroud-test rule is fired and replaces the baseline swirl
settings in the recommend object. This rule recommends a maximum shroud bias test so
the value of the shroud bias is set to -1. This notifies the main module to instruct the user
to bias the shrouds toward the top ofthe furnace as much as possible. Control is then
passed to the main module.
Once control is returned and the retrieve-data rule is fired, the swirl tests are again
run for the current shroud settings. Once the swirl tests are completed the third-shroud-
test rule is fired and replaces the baseline swirl settings in the recommend object. This rule
modifies the recommend object with shroud settings equal to the average ofthe first two
shroud settings. Next, control is passed to the main module to conduct the test. When
control is returned, the same swirl tests are again run at the current shroud settings. This
completes the testing for the values from the optimum] object.
Once testing is complete, the settings which produce the minimum NOx and most
swirl are chosen as the best. If the goal is to minimize heat rate at a target NOx level, the
curve-fit rule then determines the shroud bias which is needed to achieve the target NOx.
The control settings are then placed in the optimum] or optimum2 objects. If the previous
series oftests were from the values stored in optimum], the entire procedure repeats itself
using the values from the optimum2 object.
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When all of the testing is done, the modify-average rule is fired. This rule
modifies the optimumave object with the average of the optimum] and optimum2 objects.
It also modifies the par-eval slot to hold optimized-par. Control is then returned to the
main module.
Overfire Air Damper Distribution Module
The overfire air damper distribution (OFAD) module has two initial facts in its
knowledge base. The first fact indicates the minimum overfire air distribution possible
during a test, and the second indicates the minimum overfire air increment.
When control is first passed to the OFAD module, the rule calledprepare-for-
testing is fired (refer to Figure 22 for flow chart). This rule modifies the par-eval slot of
the recommend object to OFAD which indicates parametric tests of overfire air
distribution are being performed. A file called ofad.dat is then created and a "I" is written
to it. This file holds the test data for this module. Constraints read in by the overfire air /
02 module are also used in this module. Afact is then asserted to begin the testing, and
the first-test rule is fired.
The first-test rule copies the control settings tested so fa~ into the recommend
object. The OFAD module runs for values from the optimum] and then optimum2
objects. Thus, the module is essentially run twice with different control settings each time.
Next, the experiment number is incremented and its fact re-asserted. The OFA increment
used is determined and the new overfire air damper openings are determined. This first
test is a positive bias test, where more air is biased to the top of the furnace. The new
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OFA-bias is then calculated and placed in the recommend object with the new settings.
Control is then passed to the main module.
Once the test has been conducted and control returned, the retrieve-data rule is
fired. This rule is always the first rule to be fired once cont~l is returned to the module
and no violations have occurrea. This rule modifies the current object to be previous and
updates the test number. The minimum NOx achieved this far, and the corresponding
OFAD bias is asserted as a fact. Next, the OFAD bias and NOx from the previous test are
written to the ofaddat file. It then determines the next rule to be fired and asserts it as a
fact.
Once retrieve-data has fired, the rule called second-test is fired. This rule is
exactly the same as the first-test rule except, a negative OFA-bias is recommended.
Control is then returned to the main module. Once the second test has been finished, the
midpoint-test rule is fired. This rule averages the results from the first two tests and then
recommends the midpoint overfire air openings and bias. The midpoint is skewed twenty
percent from the baseline values to create a slightly positive OFA-bias. This is done to
assure three distinct test points are collected. These settings are then placed in the
recommend object and control is returned to the main module. A positive OFA-bias
indicates more air flows toward the top ofthe furnace, while a negative OFA-bias
indicates the opposite affect.
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If a limit violation occurs during any test, the end-module-violation rule is fired.
This rule updates the current object to be previous and modifies the par-eval slot to hold
optimized-par. The module is then finished and control is returned to the main module.
Once all three tests have successfully completed, the curve-fit rule is fired if the
goal is to achieve a target NOx level. If the goal is to achieve minimum NOx,
the modify-optimums rule is fired right after the third test is completed. This rule
determines the approximates OFA-bias and the corresponding overfire air damper settings
to achieve this NOx.
The modify-optimums rule is then fired. This rule simply places the best control
settings into the optimum] or optimum2object. If the series oftests used starting control
settings from the optimum] object, then the best OFA-bias and damper settings are stored
in optimum]. If the series of tests used starting control settings from the optimum2
object, then the best OFA-bias and damper settings are stored in optimum2. Once two
series of tests are run, the rule called modify-optave is fired. This rule averages the OFAD
control settings and places these in the optimumave object. The module is then finished
and control is returned to the main module.
Mills Module
The mills module has an initial fact in its knowledge base indicating the total
number of mills tests in a series. Another fact stating the minimum NOx and mill-bias is
also contained in the mills module.
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When control is first passed to the mills module, the prepare-Jor-tests rule is fired
(refer to Figure 23 for flow chart). This rule first reads in any mill constraints from a file
called mil/con.ciat. This information is then asserted as facts to be used throughout the
module. Next, the par-eval slot is then modified to hold the value ofmills. After that, a
file called mill. ciat is created and a "1" is written to it. This file will also hold all of the mill
test data to be analyzed at the end. Finally, some facts are asserted for initialization
purposes and to fire the next rule.
The rule called do-baseline-mills-test is then fired. This rule copies the control
settings from the optimum] object into the recommend object. The mills settings are
maintained at the baseline settings. Control is then passed to the main module to conduct
the test.
Once the test has been conducted and control returned, the retrieve-data rule is
fired. This rule is always the first rule to be fired once control is returned to the module
and no violations have occurred. This rule modifies the current object to be previous and
updates the test number. The previous test data are then copied into the last-test object.
The minimum NOx achieved thus far and the corresponding mill- bias are asserted as a
fact. Next, the mill-bias and NOx from the previous test are written to the mill.ciat file.
Then the rule determines the next rule to be fired and asserts a fact stating the rule to be
fired.
Once the baseline mills test has been completed and the data retrieved, the first test
in which mill biasing will be recommended is done. The rule which recommends this test
is calledfirst-test-in-series. First the mill-bias is set·to -1.0 and updated in the recommend
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object. This notifies the main module that this is the first mills test so the user is notified
to bias the mills as much as possible toward the bottom of the furnace. The fact counting
the experiment number and series number is then updated and re-asserted. Control is then
returned to the main module to conduct the test.
After control returns and the retrieve-data rule has fired and ifno limit violations
have occurred, a rule called begin-next-test is fired. This rule then determines two more
test. points in between the baseline settings and the first mills test settings. These two
points are 2/3 the maximum mill bias and 1/3 the maximum mill bias. These test points are
then asserted as facts. Next, the first recommended mill-bias along with its corresponding
mill settings are placed in the recommend object. Experiment number and series number
facts are then asserted and control is returned to the main module. When control returns
and if no violations have occurred, this rule is fired a second time. This time the second
recommended test point is placed in the recommend object and control is passed to the
main module.
If a limit violation occurs, the rule called mill-violation is fired. This rule modifies
the current object to be previous and updates the test number. The mills module is then
finished and control is returned to the main module.
During the testing procedure, the last-test object is constantly compared to the
current object to see if a significant NOx change is being achieved. If a significant NOx
change is not achieved, a violation is asserted stating this and the mill-violation rule is
fired to end the testing.
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Figure 23 - Mills module flow chart
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Once a total ofthree mills tests, not counting the baseline test, has been performed,
the process repeats itselfwith control settings from the optimum2 object. This is to build
a test data base with enough data points for the mill-bias parameter. If only a total of four
mills tests were conducted, the neural network / optimization routine may produce
unreliable results. Once the entire process repeats itself, the testing is complete and the
best control settings must be chosen.
If the goal is to minimize heat rate subject to a target NOx, the rule called curve-fit
is fired, otherwise the modify-optimums rule is fired. The curve-fit rule determines the
approximate mill-bias and corresponding mill settings to achieve this NOx. The modify-
optimums rule places the best mill-bias and mill settings into the optimum], optimum2 and
optimumave objects. It also modifies the par-eval slot to hold optimized-par to indicate
the mill-bias parameter has been tested. The module is then finished and control returned
to the main module. The next section discusses simulated results of the advisor.
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Results
While the expert system testing advisor is not ready to be tested at a power plant,
it still must be validated to assure there are no errors and the knowledge base recommends
proper tests to reduce NOx. The most important step in the validation process is to
validate the logic, which makes up the knowledge base, to determine whether it functions
as intended. The approach used for validating the expert system was to run the advisor
using actual test data collected at Chalk Point Unit 2. Using these data, linear correlations
were generated which approximate the effect each parameter has on NOx. Liner
correlations were used because they are easy to generate and provide enough insight to
determine if the recommended test points will reduce NOx. Figures 24 through 27 show
plots ofthe data collected at Chalk Point and the corresponding equations ofthe best fit
lines for each parameter.
The advisor was run for four distinct trials. The first trial run assumed it was being
used at Chalk Point Unit 2 and each parameter was tested. This trial run used a goal to
minimize NOx. The second trial run was the same as trial run 1, however, the goal was to
minimize heat rate subject to a target NOx ofO.85IblMBtu. Although this was difficult to
test without actual heat rate data, approximate values were used by comparing similar
control settings with the actual data. The third trial run was used to determine if the
significant parameter module ran as expected and recommended tests which produced a
NOx reduction. The fourth and final trial run tested the overfire air distribution module
assuming three rows ofoverfire air ports existed. This trial was to determine if the
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overfire air distribution module ran as intended and recommended tests which would
reduce NOx.
Table 1 shows the actual baseline conditions which were used to initialize the
advisor. Once the advisor was initialized, trial run 1 was begun. The entire testing
sequence of trial run 1 is shown in Table 2. This table shows in detail each test which was
run and the corresponding control settings for each test. The secondary air module was
run using only the average optimum settings from the optimumave object rather than
running two separate series of tests, one using the optimum settings from the optimum]
object and one using the optimum settings from the optimum2 object. This was done to
save testing time and to show that if the module worked correctly for one series of tests it
would work for two series oftests. If two series had been performed, the total number of
tests would have exceeded fifty.
Figures 28 through Figure 32 show various plots for each parameter tested. Since
trial runs 1 and 2 are very similar, the figures are the same. Each plot verifies that the
logic in the knowledge base does recommend control settings which drive NOx downward
while maintaining safe boiler operation. Thus, the knowledge base has been successfully
validated by trial runs 1 and 2. Figure 28 shows NOx versus economizer-oxygen level.
The tests stopped at an O2 of2.65% because a violation occurred. When this violation
occurred, the user was properly notified and given the option of suspending the testing or
continuing. Similar checks in every other module were made when violations occurred..
Trial run 2 was also successful in achieving a target NOx and minimizing heat rate.
Due to the correlations and the artificial heat rates used, the results oftrial runs 1 and 2
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are essentially the same. During this trial run, the external program vlleast.exe and the
rules to use this program operated as intended and chose correct control settings.
The next step in the validation process was to assure the significantparameter
module operated as expected and recommended test points which would reduce NOx.
This trial run, like trial runs 1 and 2, was operated using the baseline conditions shown in
Table 1. Table 3 shows the test sequence recommended by the module. This table shows
that the module did operate as it was intended and successfully recommended extreme
parameter tests to produce a significant NOx change. This table shows that as each
parameter was tested, the remaining control settings were maintained at baseline
conditions, this was done to isolate the effect each parameter had on NOx. Figure 33
shows NOx versus test number for these tests. This figure shows decreasing economizer-
oxygen decreases NOx, opening the overfire air dampers decreases NOx, biasing the
secondary air towards the top of the furnace decreases NOx and biasing the coal flow
towards the bottom ofthe furnace decreases NOx. This trends validate the logic which
was used to create the knowledge base of this module.
The final step in the validation process was to determine if the overfire air
distribution module operated correctly and recommended test points which lowered NOx.
In order for this module to run, the advisor was configured to have three rows of overfire
air ports rather than one row as in Chalk Point Unit 2. The same baseline conditions
shown in Table 1were again used.. Table 4 shows the test sequence of the overfire air
distribution module. This table verifies that two series of tests were performed, one series
using control settings from the optimum] object and one series using control settings from
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the optimum2 object. This table also indicates a positive bias test, negative bias test, and a
midpoint bias test was performed for each series as was intended. Finally, it shows that
only the overfire air dampers and the bias is modified in this module. Figure 34 shows the
overfire air bias parameter and corresponding NOx versus test number. This figure shows
a positive bias decreases NOx and a negative bias increases NOx. This indicates that the
knowledge used to create this module is correct and the module works as intended.
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Load, 355 MW
Economizer-ox en, 4%
Overfire air dam ers, 100%
Shrouds, 100%
Swirl Vanes, 30 de .
No mill bias
Baseline NOx = 0.93 Ib/MBtu
Tar et NOx =0.85 Ib/MBtu
Table 1 - Baseline operating conditions
# Module 02 Ava.OFA shrouds swirls shroud bias mills mill bias
1 baseline 4 100 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
2 02 4 50 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
3 02 3.5 50 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
4 02 3.25 50 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
5 02 3.05 50 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
6 02 2.85 50 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
7 02 2.65 50 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
8 OFAl02 3.05 50 100 100 100 100 100 000 30 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
9 OFAl02 3.05 45 100 100 100 100 100 000 30 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
10 OFAl02 3.25 50 100 100 100 100 100000 30 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
11 OFAl02 3.25 55 100 100 100 100 100 000 30 0 40 4040 40 40 40 0
12 OFAl02 3.25 60 . 100100100100100000 30 0 40404040 40 40 0
13 OFAl02 3.25 65 100 100 100 100 100 000 30 0 40404040 40 40 0
14 OFAl02 3.25 70 100 100 100 100 100 000 30 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
15 OFAl02 3.25 75 100 100 100 100 100000 30 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
16 OFAl02 3.45 70 100 100 100 100 100 000 30 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
17 OFAl02 3.45 75 100 100 100 100 100000 30 0 40404040 40 40 0
18 OFAl02 3.45 80 100 100 100 100 100000 30 0 40404040 40 40 0
19 OFAl02 3.65 80 100 100 100 100 100000 30 0 40404040 40 40 0
20 OFAl02 3.65 85 100 100 100 100 100000 30 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
21 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 100 100 100 100 000 30 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
22 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 100 100 100 100 000 25 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
23 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 100 100 100 100 000 37 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
24 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 100 100 100 100000 40 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
25 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 30 0.4 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
26 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 25 0.4 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
27 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 37 0.4 40 404040 40 40 0
28 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
29 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 90 80 80 90 100 30 0.2 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
30 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 90 80 80 90 100 25 0.2 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
31 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 90 80 80 90 100 37 0.2 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
32 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 90 80 80 90 100 40 0.2 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
33 MILLS 2.95 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 40404040 40 40 0
34 MILLS 2.95 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 32 44 44 32 44 44 -0.1
35 MILLS 2.95 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 35 42 42 35 42 42 -0.6
36 MILLS 2.95 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 38 41 4138 41 41 -0.03
37 MILLS ·2.95 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 324444324444 -0.1
38 MILLS 2.95 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 35 42,42 35 42 42 -0.6
39 MILLS 2.95 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 384141384141 -0.03
Table 2 - Test sequence of advisor
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Load, 355 MW
Economizer-oxygen, 4%
Overfire air dampers, 100%
Shrouds, 100%
Swirl Vanes, 30 deg.
No mill bias
Baseline NOx =0.93 Ib/MBtu
Taroet NOx = 0.85 Ib/MBtu
Table 1 - Baseline operating conditions
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# Module 02 Ava.OFA shrouds swirls shroud bias mills mill bias
1 baseline 4 100 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 a 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
2 02 4 50 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 a 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
3 02 3.5 50 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 a 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
4 02 3.25 50 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 a 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
5 02 3.05 50 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 a 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
6 02 2.85 50 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 a 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
7 02 2.65 50 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 a 40,40,40,40,40,40 a
8 OFN02 3.05 50 100,100,100 100,100,000 30 a 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
9 OFN02 3.05 45 100 100 100 100 100 000 30 a 40 4040 40 40 40 a
10 OFN02 3.25 50 100 100 100 100 100 000 30 a 40 40 40 40 40 40 a
11 OFN02 3.25 55 100 100 100 100 100 000 30 a 40 40 40 40 40 40 a
12 OFN02 3.25 60 100100 100 100 100 000 30 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 a
13 OFN02 3.25 65 100 100 100 100 100 000 30 a 40 40 40 40 40 40 a
14 OFN02 3.25 70 100 100 100 100 100 000 30 a 40 40 40 40 40 40 a
15 OFN02 3.25 75 100 100 100 100 100000 30 a 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
16 OFN02 3.45 70 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 a 40,40,40,40,40,40 a
17 OFN02 3.45 75 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 a 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
18 OFN02 3.45 80 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 a 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
19 OFN02 3.65 80 100,100,100,100,100,000 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
20 OFN02 3.65 85 100 100 100 100 100000 30 a 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
21 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100100 100 100 100000 30 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 a
22 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 100 100 100 100000 25 a 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
23 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 100 100 100 100000 37 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 a
24 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 100 100 100 100000 40 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 a
25 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 10080 60 60 80 100 30 0.4 40 40 40 40 40 40 a
26 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 10080 60 60 80 100 25 0.4 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
27 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100,80,60,60,80,100 37 0.4 40,40,40,40,40,40 a
28 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100,80,60,60,80,100 40 0.4 40,40,40,40,40,40 a
29 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100,90,80,80,90,100 30 0.2 40,40,40,40,40,40 a
30 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100,90,80 80,90 100 25 0.2 40,40,40,40,40 40 a
31 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 100 90 80 80 90 100 37 0.2 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
32 SEC-AIR 2.85 50 10090 80 80 90 100 40 0.2 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
33 MILLS 2.95 50 10080 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 40 40 40 40 40 40 0
34 MILLS 2.95 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 32 44 44 32 44 44 -0.1
35 MILLS 2.95 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 35424235 42 42 -0.6
36 MILLS 2.95 50 10080 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 38 41 41 38 41 41 -0.03
37 MILLS 2.95 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 32 44 44 32 44 44 -0.1
38 MILLS 2.95 50 100,80,60,60,80,100 40 0.4 35,42,42,35,42,42 -0.6
39 MILLS 2.95 50 100 80 60 60 80 100 40 0.4 384141384141 -0.03
Table 2 - Test sequence of advisor
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baseline
02
OFA
OFA
Shroud bias
Mill bias
baseline
2.85%
100%
40%
0.4
-0.1
baseline
baseline
baseline
baseline
baseline
baseline
0.93
0.841
0.921
0.943
0.875
0.861
Table 3 - Significant Parameter module sequence
Av • OFA OFA-Blas shrouds
50 25 100
50 -25 100
50 10 100
50 25 100
50 ·25 100
50 10 100
shroud bIas
o
o
o
o
o
o
mills
40,40,40,40,40,40
40,40,40,40,40,40
40,40,40,40,40,40
40,40,40,40,40,40
40,40,40,40,40,40
40,40,40,40,40,40
mill bIas
o
o
o
o
o
o
Table 4 - Overfire air distribution module sequence
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Parameter Setting Other parameters NOx
baseline
02
OFA
OFA
Shroud bias
Mill bias
baseline
2.85%
100%
40%
0.4
-0.1
baseline
baseline
baseline
baseline
baseline
baseline
0.93
0.841
0.921
0.943
0.875
0.861
Table 3 - Significant Parameter module sequence
~ Module 02 Avg.OFA OFA·Blas shrouds swirls shroud bIas mills mill bias
15 OFAD 2.85 50 25 100 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
16 OFAD 2.85 50 -25 100 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
17 OFAD 2.85 50 10 100 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
18 OFAD 3.05 50 25 100 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
19 OFAD 3.05 50 -25 100 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
20 OFAD 3.05 50 10 100 30 0 40,40,40,40,40,40 0
Table 4 - Overfire air distribution module sequence
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Figure 24 - NOx VS. O2 (linear curve fit of power plant test data)
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Figure 25 - NOx vs. Overfire air (linear curve fit of power plant test data)
NOx vs. Shroud bias, for various swirls
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Figure 26 - NOx vs. Shroud bias (linear curve fit of power plant test data)
NOx vs. Mill bias
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Figure 27 - NOx vs. Mill bias (linear curve fit of power plant test data)
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Figure 28 - Economizer-oxygen test results (Trial! & 2)
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Figure 29 - Overfire air test results (Trial 1 & 2)
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Figure 30 - Secondary air test results (Triall & 2)
Secondary Air Test Results
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Figure 31 - Secondary air test results (Trial 1 & 2)
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Figure 32 - Mills test results (Trial 1 & 2)
Significant Paramter Test Results
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OPTIMIZATION PRE-CONSTRAINER
Introduction
Once the wall-fired expert system finishes conducting the parametric tests on the
boiler, the neural network/optimization code is run using the database from the tests. The
neural network/optimization code, developed at the Energy Research Center, performs
two tasks using the test data [22]. First, the neural network portion ofthe package uses
the test database to learn or determine the complex relationships between the inputs and
the outputs. This process is called training the neural networks. Once the networks are
trained and created, the optimization code runs, using the networks just created, and
determines the optimal control settings which meet the desired goal. A diagram ofthe.
entire process is shown in Figure 35.
Expert System
!
Neural Network
!
Optimization
Algorithm
Figure 35 - Overall flow of optimization
The optimization portion ofthe software is a global optimum search algorithm
which tries to find a global minimum solution over the parameter ranges. The
disadvantage ofthis optimization routine is that it is a mathematical algorithm which finds
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a mathematically sound solution, but one which may not be physically realistic. Although
the boiler tests are typically conducted within safe limits, some ofthe test data are at the
edge of the operating envelope. It is possible to get a combination of test parameters
which provide unrealistic results, causing problems such as high LOI or high opacity.
There are possible solutions for avoiding this problem ofthe optimization
algorithm choosing control settings on the outer edge ofthe tested range. One possible
method is to conduct more conservative tests which always test in an area that is likely to
be a good operating point. This approach undermines the purpose ofthe parametric
testing strategy and may miss good operating points because it is too conservative. A
second method utilizes the existing testing strategy, but before the test database is sent to
the optimization algorithm, parameter ranges over which to search for a solution are
recommended. Using this method, the range for each individual parameter can be chosen
to always give valid operating points while preserving the larger database for use if less
conservative results ·are desired.
In this thesis, the second method was chosen, developed and 'tested. Figure 36
shows the new format ofthe entire optimization process including this pre-constraining
method. The next section discusses the design and development ofthe pre-constrainer.
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Figure 36 - Overall flow of optimization with pre-constrainer
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Description of logic
When the optimization software is run without the pre-constrainer, it looks for a
solution over the entire test range for each parameter. This can result in solutions which
are beyond the range at which tests were conducted. In cases where there is an
insufficient number ofdata, attempts to obtain optimal solutions can result in unreliable
solutions.
After performing optimizations on test data from three different boilers over wide
ranges oftarget NOx levels and test parameters, a method was developed for determining
parameter ranges which proved to be realistic safe operating conditions. The method
developed, which is dependent on the target NOx level and the number of parameters
tested, is based on statistical analysis and knowledge generated from test results.
The first step ofthe development process was to determine how many data are
sufficient to consistently obtain reliable solutions. The minimum number of test points
required to obtain reliable solutions proved to be directly proportional to the number of
parameters tested. The minimum number ofpoints required was found to be equal to half
the number of tested parameters. This result was determined by performing optimizations
where parameter ranges were generated using different minimum required-number ofdata
points. First, one data point was considered the minimum; in the second case, the
minimum required number of data points was equal to half the number oftested
parameters; and the last case, the minimum required number ofdata points was equal to
the number oftested parameters. When only one data point was required, it was very
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difficult for the optimization algorithm to converge on a solution. When the minimum
number required was equal to half the number oftested parameters, the optimization
algorithm consistently found a solution over a wide range ofNOx levels. When the
number required was equal to the number oftested parameters, the results were similar to
when only halfwas required, but solutions could not be found at the lower and upper NOx
levels, where fewer test points are available. Thus, the minimum number of data points
required was chosen as being equal to half the tested parameters. For example, if eight
parameters were tested, there must be at least four test points at the target NOx level to
obtain reliable results.
This approach has one limitation. Test points may not have NOx levels exactly
equal to the target NOx level, causing the number oftest points to be zero, so no
optimization can be performed. To allow for some variation between tested NOx levels
and target NOx levels, a tolerance, ,1NOx, applied to the target NOx level is used. A
tolerance ofO.OllblMBtu is used because it is a small variation in NOx, but still a
significant variation. Thus, a total NOx range ofO.02lb/MBtu or 2',1NOx is used as the
area within which to determine if the minimum number ofdata points in the range is
present. Figure 37 shows a diagram ofthe target NOx with the tolerance applied. This
method ofusing a tolerance was just as effective as without a tolerance, but allows for
slight variations in NOx levels.
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Figure 37 - Diagram of target NOx with tolerance applied
The last step in the development ofthe pre-constrainer was to determine how to
choose ranges for each independent parameter. The range for each parameter must be
conservative enough to eliminate unrealistic results, but not so conservative that 'it
eliminates good operating points. The method chosen takes a statistical approach,
combined with knowledge from the test data to choose the parameter ranges.
The approach is to calculate the average value and standard deviation for each
tested parameter lying in the NOx range. Figure 38 shows the NOx range with test points
in the range. Each test point has a value for O2, mill bias, load ... ,etc. Thus, the average
value and standard deviation are calculated for each ofthe tested parameters. The range
of each parameter is then determined by adding and subtracting some multiple of its
standard deviation to its average. The two equations below show how the maximum and
minimum value for each parameter are determined.
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parameter; max = average; +K .OJ
parameter; min = average; - K .OJ
The constant K was varied from 1.0 to 3.0 in increments of0.5, and optimizations were
run to determine what value consistently gave the most realistic results. The value ofK,
which gave the most consistent and realistic results, was found to be 2.0.
Figure 38 shows a plot of O2 versus NOx from a test set. This graph shows a
diagram of the NOx range, the average value of O2 for the points in the NOx range and
the cutoff standard deviations where the minimum and maximum O2 are found.
Economber-oxygen vs. NOx
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Figure 38 - Region from which the parameter ranges are determined
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In this figure the target NOx is O.5lb/MBtu and the 8NOx is O.Ollb/MBtu on
each side ofthe target NOx. Thus, the entire NOx band is O.02lb/MBtu wide. The cutoff
standard deviation is Kcr, where K equals 2.0. Therfore, the entire O2 range is four times
its standard deviation. The next section describes the operation ofthe pre-constrainer.
Software Description
The optimization pre-constrainer is a DOS based application written in ANSI C.
The pre-constrainer does not interact with the user, but instead operates on files which the
optimization code uses to determine the optimal control settings. The pre-constrainer
reads three files for input, these are co/test.ext, outputJ.txt and stdev.ext, where ext
represents any valid DOS file extension. This file extension, which is generated by the
testing advisor, is read in from outputJ.txt file. The co/test. ext file is a text file consisting
ofone line ofdata. The line contains fourteen numbers each separated by a space. Valid
numbers are 0, 1 and 2. A "zero," indicates that the corresponding column in outputJ.txt
is an input to the neural networks, but was not tested by the expert system. A "one,"
indicates that the corresponding column in outputJ.txt is an input to the neural networks
and was tested by the expert system. A"two," indicates that the corresponding column in
outputJ.txt is an output from the neural networks.
The file stdev.ext is a text file consisting ofone number. This number is the
constant K defined in the previous section. Although it was found that the best value ofK
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is 2.0, other options are made available for instances when other values are desired. The
final file read in by the pre-constrainer is the outputJ.txt file. This file is a text file
containing information on the boiler type, file extension, target NOx and the test data
itself
The pre-constrainer also uses the file data. txt as the output file containing the
constrained ranges and other values not used by the pre-constrainer, but used by the
optimization routine. Figure 39 below shows the input and output ofthe pre-constrainer.
o/test.ext Optimization~
stdev.ext data. txt Optimization
~
utputt.txt
~ Pre-constrainer Algorithm
c
o
Figure 3,9 - Input and output of pre-constrainer
When the pre-constrainer is first run, it performs several initialization steps. First
the file extension .ext from the outputJ.txt file is read in and stored. This extension is used
to open the coltest.ext and stdev.ext files. Next, the constant K is read in from the
stdev.ext file and stored. The pre-constrainer then reads the coltest.ext file and stores this
information in an array. This information is used to determine the minimum number of
data points in the NOx range required to proceed with the pre-constraining. Finally, the
number oftests in the test file and the target NOx level are read in and stored. The
program then allocates enough space in memory to hold the entire test set. If enough
memory is not available, an error message is directed to the user and the program halts.
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Next, the program uses the target NOx level and determines the NOx range by
adding and subtracting the tolerance NOx ofO.OllblMBtu from the target NOx level.
Once the NOx range is known, the number oftest points which have NOx values which lie
inside this NOx range are counted. If the number ofpoints inside the range is less than the
minimum required, a warning message is printed and the program halts.
Ifenough data points are in the range, space is allocated in memory to store just
these points and the memory used to hold the entire test set is freed. Next, the average
value and standard deviation for each parameter of the test points are determined. Once
this information is known, the parameter ranges are calculated using the multiplication
factor K, and the~resiilts are written tome aatcLfitfile.~---
Before the program finishes executing, the memory still allocated is freed, and a
file grngdone. txt is created with the word FINISHED in it. This file is used to indicate
successful completion ofthe application.
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Results
While developing the pre-constrainer, analyses were performed on several boiler
test sets over a wide range oftarget NOx levels. Once the pre-constrainer was completed,
it was tested on the same data for the same conditions to assure it was working properly
and producing desirable parameter ranges. The results produced from the pre-constrainer
were compared to results when no pre-constraining was used, and also to results when
manual pre-constraining was used. No pre-constraining means the optimization code used
the entire test range for each parameter to find a solution. Manual pre-constraining
indicates pre-constraining thit was done by choosing the range for each parameter by
hand. The manually pre-constrained ranges were chosen so that the solutions were always
within the tested range for each independentparameter. The manually pre-constrained
ranges were then used by the optimization algorithm to generate the optimum control
settings. These optimum control settings were then tested on the boiler to verify the boiler
operated safely and with low NOx emissions. For this reason, manually pre-constrained
ranges are considered the reference for comparison with the automatically pre-constrained
ranges. The manually pre-constrained ranges were determined by research engineers at
the Energy Research Center, based on years ofboiler testing experience.
Test data from three different boilers were used to validate the pre-constrainer.
Data from the Morgantown Power Plant units Fl and F2 were used, as well as data from
the Potomac River Power Plant unit C5. The Morgantown data were obtained at a high
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load of 585 MW and a low load of475 MW. The Potomac River C5 data were obtained
at 108 MW.
The results which will be discussed below were generated by using the pre-
constrainer and optimization code over a wide range oftarget NOx levels. Each target
,
NOx level produced a predicted optimal heat rate. These predicted heat rates and NOx
levels were then plotted against the actual test data to verify the predicted NOx versus
heat rates follow the actual. Generally, the predicted NOx versus heat rate curves follow
the lower edge of the test data because the optimization algorithm is intended to find
minimum heat rate values.
Figure 40 shows results from the Potomac River C5 unit. When no pre- ..
constraining was performed, the predicted NOx versus heat rate curve closely follows the
test data up to a target NOx of 0.50 Ib/MBtu. Once the target NOx level is lower than
0.50 IblMBtu the curve no longer follows the test data. In contrast to no pre-constraining,
the curves for manually pre-constraining and automatically pre-constraining with the
software follow the test data closely for all target NOx levels. Using a constant, K, of 1.5
proved to be nearly the same as manually pre-constraining. However, at NOx levels lower
than 0.53 IblMBtu, it was difficult to always converge on a solution. When a constant of
2.0 was used, the predicted results still followed the test data closely and it was
considerably easier to get solutions at higher NOx levels.
Figure 41 is a continuation of the results for the C5 unit. This graph shows that as
K increases, the results using the pre-constrainer begin to approach those when no pre-
constraining was used. This is expected because as K increases, the parameter ranges
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become larger. Thus, at some value ofK, the pre-constrained ranges will be the same as
the unconstrained ranges.
Figure 42 shows test results for the Morgantown Fl unit at loads of475 MW and
585 MW. This figure is very similar to the previous ones for the Potomac River results.
Again, the manual and automatically constrained results closely follow the test data,
whereas the unconstrained results diverge from the test data at low NOx levels. The
results for a constant of2.0 are nearly identical to those ofmanually pre-constraining,
while the results for K equal to 3.0 are closer to the unconstrained results.
Figure 43 shows test results for the Morgantown F2 unit. Again, this figure is very
similar to the previous three figures. Results for manually pre-constraining and automatic
pre-constraining, using a constant K equal to 2.0, are nearly identical and follow the actual
test data remarkably well. When K equals 3.0 is used, the results begin to follow the
unconstrained results at low NOx levels.
Although these results show constraining the parameter ranges produces results
which closely follow results when manually pre-constraining was used, it was not known
how close the solutions really are. To determine how good the pre-constrained results
are, plots showing the percent error versus NOx for different values ofK were created.
Figure 44, for C5° data, shows for all values ofK, the error of the solution is very small
relative to heat rates in the 9000 kWh range. The figure also shows constraining the
ranges reduced the error by more than 50% over the unconstrained ranges in the area of
many data points. As expected this figure shows increasing error as K is increased.
Although the least error occurs when K=1.0, this was not chosen as the best value ofK,
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because at high NOx levels the optimization algorithm was not able to converge on
solutions. The algorithm could not converge because the parameter ranges were too
restrictive to find an optimum. When K equals 3.0, the solutions are very similar to the
unconstrained solutions, as expected. When a value ofK equal to 2.0 is used, solutions
have a slightly larger error, but the parameter ranges are very realistic and are not too
conservative to defeat the purpose of the testing advisor. Using a value ofK equal to 2.0
also allowed solutions to be found at most NOx levels without any problems.
Figure 45 and Figure 46 for Fl and F2 data respectively, show similar results to
Figure 44. Again as K is increased the error increases. Also when values ofK smaller
than 2.0 are used, solutions could not be determined because the solution ranges are too
restrictive. Since the error when K equals 2.0 is less than when K equals 3 and solutions
could be found at most NOx levels, a value ofK equal to 2.0 is chosen as the default and
most appropriate constant.
Based on the results shown above, a standard deviation of two times the parameter
K was found to give results which closely agreed with the manually pre-constrained results
and the actual test data. For this reason, the pre-constrainer uses a constant K equal to
2.0 as its default value. This can be overridden in the stdev.ext file.
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Optimization Results - C5
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Figure 40 - C5 results (K = 1.5 & K = 2.0)
Optimization Results - C5
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Figure 41 - C5 results (K = 2.5 & K = 3.0)
Optimization Results - F1
(K =2.0 & K =3.0)
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Optimization Results - F2
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Figure 43 - F2 results (K = 2.0 & K = 3.0)
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Wall-Fired Testing Advisor
The previous sections discussed the design and development of the testing advisor
and a detailed description ofthe logic used to create it. Using actual plant test data
combined with generated linear relationships for each parameter as a function ofNOx, the
testing advisor was tested by performing four trial runs. The first trial run validated the
testing advisors code and logic when the goal was to achieve an absolute minimum NOx.
This trial run verified the advisor operated as intended and recommended test points which
reduced NOx emissions. The second trial run validated the testing advisor code and logic
when the goal was to achieve a target NOx while minimizing unit heat rate. This trial run
verified the advisor operated as intended and recommended test points which reduced
NOx emissions. The third trial run verified the significantparameter module operated as
intended and recommended extreme tests for each parameter to determine ifa significant
NOx change could be achieved. The fourth trial run demonstrates the capability of
handling a boiler with multiple elevations ofoverfire air dampers. This trial run assumed
three rows of overfire air dampers existed, thus causing the overfire air damper
distribution module to run. This module also ran as intended without errors and
recommended tests points to reduce NOxemissions.
The wall-fired boiler testing advisor is not yet ready for use at power plants for
several reasons. A data link to the plant's data acquisition system must be developed.
Without this feature, it is tedious and time consuming to retrieve the data and enter it into
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the advisor. Second, the present interface is the CLIPS shell which is not nearly as easy to
use as a well designed Windows type user interface: Finally, the current advisor only
supports full load conditions. If the advisor is to be applicable to any plant, it must
accommodate low load conditions and possibly a load in between full and low.
Although, the advisor has been validated using actual test data and correlations, it
should be tested on an actual boiler to determine if it is truly able to successfully test a
boiler. The constraint checking has not yet been completely tested and actual values for
heat rate, steam temperatures and other parameters were not tested. The advisor also
should be tested on several boilers to make certain the knowledge base is complete and
works on a wide range ofwall-fired boilers as it was intended.
Future plans for the advisor include adding the capability to test a boiler at part
load conditions. Other new modules might also be developed to test primary air flows,
coal spreader position and other possible combinations which might be important. Such
possible combinations include testing economizer-oxygen, shrouds and swirl settings.
Optimization Pre-Constrainer
The results shown in this thesis verify that the optimization pre-constrainer was
developed and coded correctly. Throughout the testing process, the pre-constrainer
operated correctly and never failed or crashed. The pre-constrainer also properly reported
any errors while in operation and halted as expected.
The results indicate the pre-constrainer can accurately and reliably produce pre-
constrained parameter ranges, which closely follow the actual test data. The results when
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using pre-constrained ranges, are nearly the same as those found using manual pre-
constraining. This verifies that the pre-constrainer is accurate and was correctly
developed using the research engineers' knowledge. Finally, it was also determined that a
multiplication factor, K, equal to 2.0 produced the most consistent results while not
.allowing unrealistic parameter ranges.
Although the pre-constrainer is complete and currently in use for conventional
fired boilers, it should be tested on plant data for wall-fired boilers and implemented to
work searnlessly with the wall-fired boiler testing advisor.
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